Warranty & Service

Appliance 1 Year Limited Warranty
Focus Electrics, LLC ("Focus Electrics") warrants this appliance from failures in the material and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of original purchase with proof of purchase, provided the appliance is operated and maintained in conformity with the provided instruction Manual. Any failed part of the appliance will be repaired or replaced without charge at Focus Electrics discretion. This warranty to indoor household use only.

This warranty does not cover any damage, including discoloration, to any non-stick surfaces of the appliance. This warranty is null and void, as determined solely by Focus Electrics if the appliance is damaged though accident, misuse, abuse, negligence, scratching, or if the appliance if altered in any way.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES. INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, PERFORMANCE, OR OTHERWISE, WHICH ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. IN NO EVENT SHALL FOCUS ELECTRICS, LLC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, WHETHER DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR SPECIAL, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH ITS APPLIANCE.

If you think that this appliance has failed or requires service during or after the warranty period, please contact the Focus Electrics Customer Service Department at (866) 290-1851 or e-mail us at service@focuselectrics.com. Return shipping fees are non-refundable. A receipt proving original purchase date will be required for all warranty claims. Hand-written receipts are not accepted. Focus Electrics, LLC is not responsible for returns lost in transit.

Valid only in USA and Canada
Replacement Parts
Replacement parts, if available, may be ordered directly from Focus Electrics, LLC online at www.focuselectrics.com. Or you may call or e-mail the service department at the number/e-mail address listed above, or by writing to us at:

Focus Electrics, LLC
Attn: Customer Service
P.O.Box 2780
West Bend, WI 53095

Be sure to include the catalog/model number of your appliance (located on the bottom/back of the unit) and a description and quantity of the part you wish to order. Along with this include your name, mailing address, Visa/ MasterCard number, expiration date and the name as it appears on the card. Checks can be made payable to Focus Electrics, LLC. Call Customer Service to obtain purchase amount. Your state’s sales tax and a shipping/processing fee will be added to your total charge. Please allow two (2) weeks for delivery.
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

• When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed including the following:

• Read all instructions before using appliance.

• To protect against electrical shock, do not immerse cord, plugs, or the motor assembly in water or other liquid.

• Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.

• Unplug from outlet when not in use or before cleaning.

• Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, after the appliance malfunction, or after the appliance has been damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair, or electrical or mechanical adjustment.

• The use of accessory attachments not recommended or sold by the appliance manufacturer may cause fire, electrical shock, or injury.

• Do not use outdoors.

• Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or counter.

• Do not place on or near a hot gas or electrical burner or in a heated oven.

• Do not use appliance for other than intended use.

• To disconnect, grip plug and pull from wall outlet. Never pull on cord.

• Never leave the house while the appliance is on.

• A short cord set is provided to reduce the hazards resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.

• Do not let cord contact hot surface, including the stove.

• Avoid contacting moving parts.

• Always make sure juicer cover is clamped securely in place before motor is turned on. Do not unfasten clamps while juicer is in operation.

• Be sure to turn switch to OFF position after each use of your juicer. Make sure the motor stops completely before disassembling.

• Do not put your fingers or other objects into the juicer opening while it is in operation. If food becomes lodged in opening, use food pusher or another piece of fruit or vegetable to push it down. When this method is not possible turn the motor off and disassemble juicer to remove the remaining food.

• Do not use the appliance if the rotating sieve is damaged.

• For household use only.
• Extension cords may be used if care is exercised in their use. The marked electrical rating of the extension cord should be at least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance. The extension cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the countertop where it can be pulled by children or tripped over.

• This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not modify the plug in any way.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

Precautions

• If assembly is not done properly, a safety control micro-switch may keep the motor from running.

• Allow the motor the run for 10 seconds before slowly adding food to be juiced.

• Before shutting off the motor, process all food still in the reservoir.

• If the machine makes a loud, irregular noise during operation, turn it off immediately and clean the juicing blade, plastic washer, reservoir, and motor base before continuing.

• If the machine automatically shuts down, clean the juicing blade, plastic washer, motor base, and reservoir and wait 10 minutes before continuing.
Juicer Instructions

- Pulp Container
- Food Pusher
- Juicer Lid
- Tightener
- Juicer Blade
- Filter Screen
- Plastic Wash
- Reservoir
- Juice Spout
- Center Screw
- Motor Base
Juicer Setup & Use

1. Place the motor base on a flat table or counter. Be sure the base is dry and clean, with no residue on the surface.

2. Place the reservoir on the motor base and align the three tabs with recesses on the motor base.

3. Place the plastic washer over the center screw.

4. Place the filter screen over the center screw and align with the rectangular hole.

5. Place the juicer blade onto the center screw and tighten it with the tightener (be sure to remove the tightener).

6. Place the juicer lid onto the reservoir.

7. Using both hands, pull up the handle so that it aligns with the recesses on the sides of the lid.

8. Place the pulp container below the large pulp outlet on the back of the juicer.

9. Place a container below the juice spout at the front.

10. Turn the motor switch to on.

11. After running the motor for at least 10 seconds, slowly add fruit & vegetables through the opening on the top of the juicer lid. Use the food pusher to push small pieces down to the juicer blade.

12. Before shutting off the motor, juice all fruit or vegetables still in the juicing area.

Soft or over-ripe fruit tends to clog the juicer. If this happens, simply stop and clean the motor base, reservoir, screen, and blade, then resume juicing.

IMPORTANT:
Never put fingers or utensils into the opening on the top of the juicer lid. Always use the food pusher.
Juice Recipes

Classic Vegetable Juice
5 to 6 carrots
1 beet
1 stalk of celery
spinach leaves (a few)
kale leaves (a few)
lettuce or cabbage leaves (a few)

Carrot & Apple Juice
6 carrots
2 apples

Carrot & Beet Juice
2-3 carrots
1/2 beet
Apple & Pear Juice
2 apples
1 pear

Power Digestion Juice
handful of spinach
6 carrots

Power Cleansing Juice
4 carrots
1/2 cucumber
1 beet

Apple & Celery Juice
1 stalk celery
2 apples

Morning Fresh Juice
2 apples
4-6 strawberries

Watermelon Juice
cut into strips and juice
(rind and all)
Trouble Shooting

Before contacting a service center, check your machine as follows:

**After being switched on, the motor does not run.**
Has the nut been tightened with the tightener?
Are the parts properly assembled?
Is the machine plugged in properly?

**The motor gets hot and the power shuts off.**
Was the motor run for 10 seconds before juicing began?
Is the fruit being juiced too soft or over ripe?

**The machine emits a loud noise.**
Is the plastic washer thoroughly clean?
Has the juicing blade been tightened with the tightener?

**A little juice splashes out from the pulp outlet while juicing fruit.**
This is normal.